
n recent years, image processing and pattern classifi
cation procedures for medical images have been very ac
tively investigated by using computers and other instru
ments. The purposes of these investigations are automatic
diagnosis, quantitative image analysis, etc. The radioiso
tope image of an abnormal human liver contains defects,
irregular contour structure, and irregular intensity distri
bution. The detection of such features is extremely impor
tant in medical diagnosis. A number of methods for fea

. ture extraction of the radioisotope image have been

proposed (1-5). This paper describes a quantitative analy
sis method for evaluating such SOL by the abnormality in
the structure of the contour line of radioisotope image.
This method has the advantage that the convex and con
cave structure of the contour line is denoted quantitatively
by a new evaluation factor, distance D,.

IMAGE PROCESSING

The radioisotope image of abnormalhuman liver has some
characteristics compared with the normal liver, mentioned
above.Figure 1Aand B showtypicalexamplesof normaland
abnormal radioisotope image, respectively. These images are
obtained about 20 to 30 ruin after i.v. injection of 4 mCi
technetium-99mtin colloidand using a gammacamera.@ The
abnormalcase (B)has manySOLin its contour.Generally,the
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radioisotope image includes much quantum noise. The accu
rate detection of defects and the classification of radioisotope
images into normal or abnormal is affected by the quantum
noise and the blur in the image. Therefore, several useful
preprocessing techniques are desired. The method discussed in
thispaperextractsfeaturesof thecontourstructureof radioiso
tope image in consideration of the elimination of the noise and
the blur in the image.

DETECTION OF CONTOUR LINE

The following preprocessingtechniquesfor the extractionof
a contour line from a radioisotope image puts the two-thresh
old method such as the visual threshold method (6) and the
iterative local averaging method for smoothing, the first
methoddescribedby Lev et al. (7), to practicaluse. Acquired
image data, 512 by 512 pixels, in the computer is first normal
ized to 256 gray levels,as the minimum intensity in each image
has different value. After this processing, a contour part is
extracted by using the two-threshold method. This method sets
two threshold levels, V, and V2, to the gray level of image
data. The level V2is the lowest value within the nonaffected
region of the background noise, and V, is set 25 gray levels
higherthanV2. Then, the image databetweentwo thresholdsis
collected and transferred to 255 levels, and image data in other
regions is transferred to 0. This binally collected image data
provides a contour part of a corresponding radioisotope image.
The extracted contour part is actually composed of many
closely situated dots. For the detection of a contour line in this
contour part with high accuracy, the extracted contour part is
smoothed by using the iterative local averaging method. Figure
1CandD show processingresultsby the two-thresholdmethod
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FIGURE1
Radioisotope images of normal (A)and abnormal liver (B) and their contour parts (C),(D).Abnormal case (B) has some low
density area and irregular contour structure. Contour part (C) and (D) are extracted by two-threshold method

ofFig. 1A andB. The levels V, andV2 for these two cases are
75 and 50, 115 and 90, respectively.

CONTOUR @RUCTUREANALYSIS
The methodfor extractingthe convex and concave structure

consists of the following five major processing steps.
1. The acquisition ofcontour data from each image has to be

carried out under a fixed condition shown in Fig. 2A for the
accurate classification and the comparison of many images. By
the followingrules, the structuraldataof contourline is repre
sentedby points.P, (1 = 1,2,3. . . . ,n : n = 3601$), â€˜Fis a
fixedangularinterval,on the contourpart. The origin0(x@@,,y0)
is setarbitrarilyin the image,andthepointP, is anyoneof
points where the maximum intensity in its contour part is
found. The other points P, are plotted as points with the maxi
mum intensity on individual intersected line segments. These
line segments are radially drawn from the origin at every fixed

angular interval +. Then, the length r1 (I = 1,2,3 ,n)
from the origin to P, is measured.

2. Radioisotope images have many different sizes and
shapes even if the processed images are normal. The differ
ence between the size of the abnormal and normal image is
also important in medical diagnosis; however, since this paper
only discusses a method for the detection of defects in contour
part, the length of r1is normalized by the maximum value of r1
in each image.

3. Theorigin0(x@,,yo)andthepointsP,(x,,y,obtainedinthe
polar coordinate system (r,e) by (2) above, are converted into
their respective rectangular coordinate system (x,y).

x1= r7. cose,+xo, y, = r@@ sine,+y0 (1)Wheree1 = I .
and r@. is normalized value of r1.

4. Subsequently, the averaged points, Pmj (Xmi,Ymi)and Pm2
(Xm2, y@2) of N points (N = 1,2,3 ) on both sides of P,

are calculated by the following equations. (See Fig. 2B.)
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FIGURE 2
Acquisition rule for contour data(A)and definftion of distance D1forquantitative evaluation of convex and concave structure
of contour line (B)
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This geometrical averaging has a role of the smoothing, which
detects different size of defects and eliminates the background
noise.

5. Finally, a convex and concave structure is given quantita
tively by thedistance, D,, ofa line drawnperpendicularlyfrom
the point P, to a straight line connecting two points, Pmj @Ifld

. Pm2. The distance D, is calculated in accordance with the fol

lowing equation.

D, = [(Ym2ym,)/(x,,,2â€” Xmi)@@â€” x, + Yâ€” y@,(4)
[(Ym2 ym,)/(xm2 _ y@,)]2 + i

The value of the D, is used to characterizethe curvatureof the
contour line. Discrimination between the convexity and the
concavity is represented by the sign of the distance D, cx
pressedby the locationof three points, P,. Pmi @1fldPm2.For
example, if the location of P, is closer to the center of the image
than the straight line given by connecting of Pmi @tfldPm2,then
it is recognized as a convex structure. Conversely, it is defined
as a concave structure.The magnitudeofthe convexity andthe
concavity is represented by the absolute value of distance D,,
ID,I.Furthermore,sincethedistanceD,canbeexpressed
without x0 and y0 term, the origin can arbitrarily be set within
an individual image. It can be verified by substituting the Eqs.
(1)through(3)intoEq.(4).

PROCESSINGRESULTS

Figure 3 shows the processing results of abnormal and nor
mal images, where the values ofN are 3 and 10. The degree of
the fixed angular interval e@ 2 for each image. This value is

decided in consideration of the total resolution of the gamma
(2) camera. In the figure, the distance D, is represented by a length

of a radially extended straight line from the origin. In this
figure, the absolute value of the D, is superimposed on its

(3) contour line indicated by P, for the evaluation of this method.
The indicatedlengthof D, is magnified10timesthe calculated
valueof D, which representsthe contourstructureat a point P,.
A complete contour structureof an image is formed by inte
grating each D, at every 1. The radii of external and internal
circles shown a broken line are 1.0 and 0.5 of the maximum
value of r@from the origin. It can be seen that the D, corres
pondsto the contourstructure, and it has large values where
the magnitudeof the convexityor the concavity is large. In
addition, D, shows the feature of the large curvatur with in
creasingN, becauseN has a role of the smoothingoperation.

The distance D, in the normal case (A) has three peaks at I,
II, and ifi as shown in Fig. 3. Each peak indicates a large
convexity in the contour line. Furthermore, D, has very small
values between I and H, and H and ifi, from these characteris
tics, it suggests that these regions have no convex or concave
structure caused by SOL. On the other hand, in these two
regions, the distance D, in (B) has large irregularconvex and
concavestructureat pointsA, B, andC in Fig. 3. Accordingly,
the radioisotopeimage with contour structurewhich does not
have an evidently large D, at I, II, and ifi or indicates large D,
in the region between I and II or II and ifi is recognized as the
abnormal liver.

DISCUSSION

From the processing results of the test patterns, it could
be confirmed that if D, has a large value, zero or a con
stunt value, then the contour line is represented by large

convex or concave structure, a straight line or a circle
respectively. (See Appendix.)

The detection of a contour line of a radioisotope image
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FIGURE3
Processing results of normal and abnormal case as shown in Fig. 1. Distance D1in normal case (A)has three peaks at I, ii
and Ill. On other hand, abnormal case (B) shows large irregular structure at A, B, and C, and it does not have evidently
large D,at I, IIand Ill

is very important in this method. The accuracyof the
contour detection affects directly the detection of the con
tour structure. For the elimination of the quantum noise,
the smoothing operation and averaging by N are used. To
the clinical application, some techniques by subtraction
method for background noise (8) and interpolation by the
spline curve for the detection of the contour line is also
available in our preprocessing.

It is necessary to set an origin in each image for the
comparison of many images. In former studies, the set
ting of the origin has been very complicated, because it
could not be uniformly set at fixed location caused by
many different sizes and shapes of images. For example,
it was set at the center of gravity. However, the present
method allows the origin to be arbitrarily set in each

image, since D, is not affected by the location of the
origin. Therefore the calculation for the feature extraction
can be very simple, and the D, has no error caused by
different locations of the origin.

In the acquisition rule of contour data, the fixed angular
interval 0 defmed a fixed value. However, if the contour
line is constructed by very complex structure containing
sharp rises and falls, then the point P, can not easily be
defined by this data acquisition rule. In that case, it is
better that e is partially varied depending upon the con
tour structure. On the other hand, the optimal value of N
should be decided in consideration of the minimum size of
defects displayed on radioisotope image, the total resolu
tion of using gamma camera and $. From processing
results of six different cases, three normal and three ab
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FIGURE4
Processing results of test patterns and phantoms

normal, we suggest that N is 6 for the detection of irregu
lar contour structure caused by SOL and 13 for global
liver deformation.

CONCLUSION

This paper describes a new image processing method
for the extraction of convex and concave structures in the
contour line of the radioisotope image of human liver. In
this method, the contour structure is denoted by the dis
tance D,, that is, the sign of D, indicates the discrimination
ofthe convexity or the concavity and the absolute value of
D, indicates quantitatively the amplitude of these struc

tures. The distance D, corresponds to a convex and con
cave structure of the contour line. Furthermore, the dif
ferences of contour structure between normal and
abnormal livers can be clearly expressed by the D,. Thus,
diffuse liver diseases are not sufficiently detected by our
proposed method. But this method can evaluate quantita
tively contour structure, and detect SOL as abnormal
contour structure.

FOOTNOTE

*Nuclear Chicago PHO Gamma ifi camera, Siemens Mcdi
cal Systems, Iselin, NJ.
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Processing results of test patterns and phantoms

Figure4 shows processing resultsof test patterns(a),(b) and
phantoms of artificial two different defects (c),(d). These arti
ficial defects are added to the normal contour line shown in
Fig. 3(A) at D, E and F. The shape of the artificial defects is a
half of ellipse which the depth and the width are 5% of the
maximum length of r1and 19 points on the contour line (c), and
10% and 7 points (d). In these results, the value of N is 10.
From the processing results, the distance D, indicates quantita
tively that the square has four convex structures, and the cross
has four convex and four concave structures. At the four ver
texes, the D, of the cross are larger than the I), of the square. It
implies that the cross has more convexity structure at the ver
texes. On the other hand, the distance D, at D, E, and F is
largercomparedwith the processing result shown in Fig. 3A.
From these results, it suggest that the distance D@can indicate
quantitatively the contour structure.
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